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Do you want to stay away from the daily monotonous office life? The city pollution is making you
sick, isnâ€™t it? Mental tiredness is making your work performance deteriorate by a greater margin.
What happens then? You simply need a weekend outstation break to enjoy life and relax in a cool,
calm way. You need fresh air, plenty of oxygen, and pleasant surroundings to heal up the mental
tiredness. When such a scenario takes place, itâ€™s time to plan for sheffield weekend trip.

Situated on the Southern Yorkshire County of England, Sheffield is the greenest city in the entire
Europe. There are around two hundred parks that fill up the entire city. Apart from parks, there are
also several woodland, gardens, and bushes situated at several parts of the city as well at outskirt.
According to a recent survey, it is said that the number of trees this city has is greater than its total
human population!  Now this is what we call a perfectly dedicated green city.

In sheffield stag parties are conducted very frequently by bachelors during weekend time. The cool
and green atmosphere makes it more favorable for bachelors to enjoy fun with friends in this
beautiful British city.

Although there are several museums, art galleries, theatre and cinema halls in the city, but the
major attraction lies in parks and gardens. They are simply beautiful and makes for a pleasant
atmosphere. Intercity tram facility is very popular and is the most common mode of transportation.
Then, there are also bus and cab facility. Train is also avail to travel different parts of Yorkshire as
well England. Through canal, ferry facility is available that takes passenger to Rotherham,
Doncastar, and Keadby. The nearest airport is situated at Doncaster, around 29 km from the main
center of Sheffield.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a sheffield stag, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a sheffield weekend!
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